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Outline 

①  Where do we stand? 

②  What are we doing now? 

③  Why do we want go beyond? 

⑤  How will we do it? 

④  When would it be done? 

Questions we try to address 

Instruments we use for that 



Where to start from? 

q  Universe is made of five elements: air, earth, fire, water and space 
q  Greek and other civilizations also had similar concepts 

Ancient philosophy 



Periodic table 

Modern chemistry 



A marriage of theory and experiment 

q  Three key steps: 

q  Two basic questions: 

①  Prepare and make energetic particles interact è accelerator 
②  Study the products and properties of the results of this interaction 

by measuring energy, direction and type of products as accurately 
as possible è detector 

③  Back-trace (‘reconstruct’) what happened during the collision è 
physics analysis 

①  What are the elementary elementary building blocks of matter? 
②  What are the forces that control their behaviour at the most 

fundamental level? 

Particle physics 



Where do we stand? 

q  Quarks and leptons are basic building blocks 
and interact among themselves via exchange 
of gluons, photon, W and Z bosons 



Why need high-energy accelerators? 

Ø  All in a ‘controlled manner’ inside the laboratory 



A modern periodic table? 

q  Combining quantum mechanics (physics of small) and relativity (physics of 
fast) along with plethora of particles discovered è Standard Model of particle 
physics 



How good is the SM? 

q  Successful in describing physical phenomena over a broad scale 



Second example... 

q  Successfully describes the physics of quarks and gluons at the highest energy 
achieved in the laboratory! 



Third example... 

q  Well describes physics of the top quark, the heaviest known elementary particle 



One key ingredient missing till recently... 

?

q  Before 2012 its most basic mechanics, that of granting mass to elementary 
particles, was still missing è spin-0 Higgs boson 



Revolution of July 4, 2012... 



So, why it such a big deal? 

Ø  No Higgs boson, no masses for elementary particles, no formation of atoms 
and molecules... 



Homework for experimentalists at LHC 



Most important thing for us... 

q  Luminosity is the key as we probe more and more rare phenomena viz. Higgs 



A gigantic multi-million pixel camera... 

q  India built the outer hadron calorimeter (outside magnet coil) in the central 
part and silicon preshower for the endcaps 



Why do we need such a complex device? 

q  Each of the detector components has a role to play in the space-time odyssey 



How did we see ‘it’ for the first time? 

q  All components of the detector, especially tracker and ECAL, played their role 
in this epochal discovery 



How sure are we it is the ‘SM’ one? 



With the SM being complete, should we 
close the shop? 



There are lots that the SM is silent about... 

Ø  In addition to these grandiose questions, there are many questions within the SM 



The SM is an enigma... 

①  Why there are only three family? 
②  Why such a great disparity of mass? 
③  ... 



Out theory friends have been very active... 

Ø  In addition to these favourite ones there are many others in the market... 



Big questions to big ideas... 



The most favourite one has no luck... 

Ø  In addition to these favourite ones there are many others in the market... 



A simple plot tells hundred things 

Ø  Just by studying the invariant mass spectrum of the di-electron system we can 
probe many BSM models 



Looking ahead... 
Today 



How would the upgraded CMS look like? 



India: 7th largest nation within CMS 
q  Indian institutes: 

²  Mumbai (TIFR, BARC, IIT), Chennai (IIT), Delhi (DU), Chandigarh (PU), 
Kolkata (SINP), Bhubaneswar (NISER, IIT, IOP), Bangalore (IISc), Pune 
(IISER), Shoolini, Visva Bharti 

q Detector construction: 
²  Outer hadron calorimeter (full responsibility) 
²  Si preshower (millistrip sensors made at BEL, Bangalore) 

q Operation & data recording: HO, HCAL and outer tracker 

q  Physics: 
²  Higgs, SUSY, BSM searches, QCD, B-physics 

q  Computing: 
²  Tier-2 at TIFR (dedicated 10Gbps connection to CERN) 
²  Core software development 

q Upgrades: 
²  Phase 1: RPC, GEM and HCAL electronics 
²  Phase 2: Si microstip tracker, HGCAL, GEM 



Summary and Outlook 

Ø  Data will likely drive the science... 



For this particular audience... 
q We can go up to 100 TeV energy, with a substantial improvement in the 

superconducting magnet technology 

q  Laser-plasma based mechanism fits the bill well, of course, noting that we 
need both high energy as well as high luminosity 

q  That to, for proton-proton (or at best muon-muon) collisions 

q  Beyond that, the conventional acceleration mechanism won’t work è look 
for alternative 


